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DATA ANALYTICS / BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Decision makers have to face unknown situations frequently, but what if you could use actionable data to
reinforce your decisions? Data analytics and business intelligence weave together pieces of the puzzle for
you so you can see the full picture. Imagine customized reports to provide answers to key stakeholders while
making insights and suggestions based on your company’s data. Our group of technology advisors has the
tools and expertise to help you gather, structure or analyze your data to drive your business forward.

Your Data + Our Expertise = Better Business Decisions
Our team of advisors are experienced in business intelligence and can incorporate data analytics into
your processes based on what questions and problems you’re wanting to solve. We’ll show you how
to use the data you have to analyze the past and help predict future outcomes.
DATA INVENTORY
AND OPPORTUNITY
ANALYSIS

Assess how your
data can work for you
and what insights
are possible

DATA INSIGHTS
MADE REAL

Make valuable insights
available to your
decision makers

DATA
MAINTENANCE

DATA
MOVEMENT

Export, import, convert,
migrate and merge
your data how your
business needs it

Database backups,
maintenance, performance
improvements and more

When you take the time to get into the details of all areas of your operations it’s amazing the improvement
opportunities you can find, and good data anlaytics is the tool that can help.
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“Companies that use analytics are 5x more
likely to make faster decisions.”
-BetterBuys.com

Look to Anders for these Data Analytics services:
DATA INVENTORY & OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS
Analytically review available data and provide recommendations of what insights or usage might be
possible from that data should further analysis be performed
DATA WAREHOUSE
Build a data warehouse with cleansed, organized, pre-related data available to end users through
reporting applications like Power BI
INTEGRATIONS
Move, transform, or clean in-place data or move data from one format or system to another;
automated and repeating
REPORTS / DASHBOARDS
Build reports based on existing data
AUTOMATION
Replace manual processes with automatic processes to move files and/or data, collect information,
generate and share reports, etc.
DATA CONVERSION
Move, transform, or clean data from one format or system to another
DATA REPOSITORY UPGRADES & MIGRATIONS
Move data from one database platform to another (Oracle to SQL) or upgrading an existing SQL instance to a
higher version using the data you may already have, Anders can assist you in transforming the performance
of your company with boosted revenue and profits as well as improved customer satisfaction and retention.

Partnering with an experienced professional services firm to make informed business decisions is
important. The health of your organization depends on it. We understand the technology industry and offer
valuable insights on a wide range of issues that impact the growth and visibility of your organization.

To learn more about our services or arrange a meeting with our team, please contact:
April D. Hazel, 314-655-5512, ahazel@anderscpa.com
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